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Motivation of the presentation

► International as well as national research ranking studies 
for the most part focus on comparisons of 
higher education institutions.

► Those rankings are often seen as direct performance 
indicators for the research competitiveness of entire 
countries or regions.g

► National research systems, however, differ widely in the 
degree of participation of universities, governmental 
research centers and the industryresearch centers and the industry. 

► Based on analyses of the EU Research Framework 
Programme by different types of funding recipients this 
contribution explores the relationship between divers 
national organisation structures of research systems 
and the results of university rankings.
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What is the DFG?
G ’ l t h f di i tiGermany’s largest research funding organisation

The DFG

► serves all branches of science and the humanities
by funding research projects and facilitating cooperationby funding research projects and facilitating cooperation 
among researchers

► supports the education and advancement of young 
scientific researchersscientific researchers

► promotes equality between men and women 

► advises parliaments and public authorities on► advises parliaments and public authorities on 
scientific matters

► fosters relations between research and the private 
sector and between scientists and academics at 
home and abroad
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What is the DFG?
Th DFG f di tf li b h dThe DFG funding portfolio by research area and programme

H iti d

► The DFG’s 2009 budget* totalled €2.2 billion

► The DFG serves all branches                                                    
Humanities and
Social Sciences

15.6%

Engineering Sciences
21.3%of science and the humanities

► The DFG funding portfolio                                               
covers different programme groups:covers different programme groups:

► Individual grants programme

► Coordinated programmes

Life Sciences
38.8%

Natural Sciences
24.3%

► Coordinated programmes

► Infrastructure funding

► prizes and others► prizes and others
*Figures refer to actual expenditures in 2009
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The DFG Funding Ranking:
Background and history of the report

► In 1997 the DFG published the first

Background and history of the report

► In 1997 the DFG published the first
Funding Ranking. Since then a new edition
is published every three years. The 
Funding Ranking 2009 is the fifth edition.g g

► Service for the member institutions of the DFG; 
contribution to the discussion of the funding
profiles of research institutions.p

► The DFG Ranking is a FUNDING-Ranking:             
Funding volumes are used as performance
indicators since the awards are distributed in a 
competitive process. 

► While e.g. bibliometric performance indicators are
only appropriate in specific disciplines, based on   y pp p p p
the strong participation of researchers within
funding activities across all fileds of science, 
the figures cover a broader range of research areas.
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The DFG Funding Ranking: 
Objectives approach and databasesObjectives, approach and databases

P i i f f di i f tiProvision of funding information
regarding publicly financed research

No costly and laborious data collection from the research institutions but 
direct processing of data concerning funding activities of central sources

Indicators cover approximately 90 percent of the third-party funding income
of higher education and non-university research institutions in Germany.

Analyses
by source

Analyses
by recipients

Subject-related
Analyses

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
German government

European Union
European Research Council

by source by recipients

Examples of differentiation:

countries states regions

Analyses
Classification according to
four scientific disciplines

Specifics: European Research Council
German Federation of

Industrial Reserach Organizations
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
German Academic Exchange Service

countries, states, regions, 
institutions, organisational

units etc.

Specifics:

DFG: 48 research fields
German government: 12 funding fields

EU: 8 funding fields
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The DFG Funding Ranking:
Aspects of statistical reporting

Funding rankings

Aspects of statistical reporting

Influence of 
programmes (e.g. ExIn)

Gender                  
equality

Funding rankings  
and profiles

p g ( g ) q y

DFG Funding Ranking
International            

l
Participants in peer 

i appeal

Networks and 
cooperation 
structures

review processes

structures
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Various presentations for university profiles
within the German higher education sectorwithin the German higher education sector
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Disciplinary profiles
of higher education institutionsof higher education institutions

► Visualisation of disciplinary profiles► Visualisation of disciplinary profiles

► Range of information:

► funding volume► funding volume

► spectrum of disciplines
of each university

► participation of HEIs in the
German Excellence Initiative

► Identification of HEIs with similar► Identification of HEIs with similar
disciplinary profiles (benchmarking)

► More detailed analysis on research 
activities in different disciplines and 
fields of research (biotechnology, 
space research etc.) in the report
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Disciplinary profiles
of non-university research institutionsof non-university research institutions

► P i i f f di fi l f i it h i tit ti► Provision of funding figures also for non-university research institutions:
identification of especially active research centers and of the thematic                 
priorities, i.e. the funding areas on which these centers concentrate.

► The German non-university research institutions are manifold                          
(differences in mission, profile, demand for external funding etc.).

► Major research performing organisations apart from HEIs:► Major research performing organisations apart from HEIs:
● Fraunhofer Society: focus on applied research;                                                                               

annual budget*: approx. 1.5 billion Euro.

● Helmholtz Association: research in strategic programmes in six core fields;● Helmholtz Association: research in strategic programmes in six core fields;                                  
annual budget*: approx. 2.8 billion Euro.

● Leibniz Association: umbrella organisation for various research institutions;                                  
annual budget*:more than 1.0 billion Euro.

● Max Planck Society: primarily basic research in natural science and the humanities;                     
annual budget*: approx. 1.3 billion Euro.

*Source: www.research-in-germany.de
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Overall institutional coverage:
University industry and government research activitiesUniversity, industry, and government research activities

Non-university research
institutions and private persons

Funding volume by recipients (three-year period)

Higher education institutions

Industry and commercial companies

R&D funding in FP6

Notes:
O l i l di f d f G i i t Th ll

R&D funding in FP6

Direct R&D funding 
by the federal government

Only including funds for German recipients. The calls 
for proposals in FP6 refer to a period of four years 
(2002 to 2005). The funding totals shown here have 
been converted to a three-year period corresponding 
to the reporting years taken into account for funding 
by the DFG and the federal government. 

R&D funding by
the federal government

DFG

Data basis and sources:
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG): 
DFG awards 2005 to 2007.
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF): 
Direct R&D project funding by the federal government 
2005 to 2007 (project database PROFI).

Deutsche 
Forschungs-

gemeinschaft

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Mio. €

2005 to 2007 (project database PROFI).
EU Office of the BMBF: German participations in 
the Sixth EU Framework Programme from 2002 
(project data as of 02.06.2008).
Calculations by the DFG.
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Analyses of the
6th EU Research Framework Programme6th EU Research Framework Programme

► Th f ll i t d i b d th j t d t b f th EU‘ Si th► The following case study is based on the project database for the EU‘s Sixth
Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP6) 
which ran from 2002 to 2006.
● Total budget of FP6: approximately 17 billion Euro 

● 10,058 contracts with 74,400 participations

► The special focus is on the thematic priority “Life sciences genomics and► The special focus is on the thematic priority Life sciences, genomics and 
biotechnology for health”.
● Total budget: approximately 2.3 billion Euro

● 599 contracts with 6,827 participations

► For analyses by German recipients in the life sciences we additionally use 
data on research funding by the DFG and the federal governmentdata on research funding by the DFG and the federal government                      
(total budget incl. EU funding: 3.2 billion Euro).

► The funding volumes are used as an indicator for research performance.
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R&D funding in the 6th EU Research Framework Programme
by country per type of funding recipientby country per type of funding recipient
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Differences in the organisation structures 
of national research systemsof national research systems

f ff f f► There are significant differences in the relative shares of funds 
allocated to the different actors between the European states. 

► In the UK more than half of the funds went to the university sector. y
Accordingly, UK universities regularly reach high positions in 
worldwide university rankings. In France or Germany governmental 
research centers are key players in the national research landscape.y p y p

► These differences indicate different ways of organising national 
research systems. Furthermore, in the different countries                
regional cooperation patterns between the various researchregional cooperation patterns between the various research 
performing institutions are more or less pronounced.

► It is of great importance to also consider the different organisation 
f fstructures of national research systems when interpreting results of 

international university rankings in the context of a cross-country 
comparison of research performance.
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Funding ranking in the 6th EU Research Framework Programme
in the life sciences by higher education and non-university institutionin the life sciences by higher education and non-university institution

High correlation between ARWU and
FP 6 funding ranking for universities

The funding figures also allow to compareThe funding figures also allow to compare
the results to non-university institutions

Thereby, the importance of these institutions
for specific countries comes into sight
1) Compared is the ranking of participations in the EU FP6 health priority
with the results of the ARWU ranking in clinical medicine and pharmacy.
2) For comparative purposes with universities it has to be considered that
these organisations often subsume varios research institutes
at different locations.

D t b i dData basis and sources: 
Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) 2010.
EU Office of the BMBF: Participations in the Sixth EU Framework 
Programme from 2002 (project data as of 02.06.2008).                              
Calculations by the DFG.
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Regional distribution of R&D funding by the DFG, federal government 
and the EU in the life sciences per type of funding recipientand the EU in the life sciences per type of funding recipient

► The life sciences sector in Germany is 
characterised by strong regional cooperation 
patterns between the various research 

f i i tit tiperforming institutions.

► There are large regional differences in the 
relative shares of funds allocated to the different 
types of institutions. 

► Also in a national perspective, it is problematic
to deduce information about regional researchto deduce information about regional research
performance from studies which are focused
on a specific performing sector.

► Further development of the analysis in the 
future: Visualisation of university, industry, 
and government cooperation activities.
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Participations of research performing institutions
in funding programmes and the resulting cooperative relationshipsin funding programmes and the resulting cooperative relationships

Example for a visualisation of DFGExample for a visualisation of DFG 
funded cooperation activities                

in the life sciences
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Summary and selected findings

► This contribution illustrates the relationship between the different organisation► This contribution illustrates the relationship between the different organisation
structures of national research systems and results of university ranking studies. 

• The analyses of the EU FP 6 indicate the differences in the relative shares of funds 
t f f di i i t i EU id i lt f diff t filper type of funding recipient in an EU wide comparison as a result of different profiles 

of national research systems. 

• The example of the life science sector in Germany confirms these results. There are 
significant differences in the relati e share of f nds allocated to the ni ersitsignificant differences in the relative share of funds allocated to the university, 
governmental and industry sector. 

► It is of great importance to also consider the different organisation structures of 
national research systems when interpreting results of university rankings in the 
context of a cross-country or regional comparison of research performance.

► High acceptance and the demand for ever more differentiated analyses have► High acceptance and the demand for ever more differentiated analyses have 
encouraged the DFG to further develop the Funding Ranking in the future;                 
in particular: more profound analyses for university, industry, and governmental 
sectors as well as visualisations of their cooperation activities.
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Summary and selected findings

Thank you very much for your attention!
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